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A corrigendum on

Cost-E�ectiveness of Avelumab Maintenance Therapy Plus Best

Supportive Care vs. Best Supportive Care Alone for Advanced or

Metastatic Urothelial Carcinoma

by Xie Q, Zheng H, Chen Y, and Peng X (2022). Front. Public Health 10:837854.

doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2022.837854

In the published article, there was an error in Figure 2 where parts 2A and 2C were

duplicated in parts 2B and 2D. The caption should also read as “The original Kaplan-

Meier PFS and OS curves from the trial and fitted curves (Weibull distributions). OS,

overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.” The corrected figure appears below.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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FIGURE 2

(A,B) The original Kaplan-Meier PFS and OS curves from the trial and fitted curves (Weibull distributions). OS, overall survival; PFS,

progression-free survival.
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